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 Position
As set out in this paper, the Institute of Corporate Directors believes that the 
boards of directors of Canada’s listed companies1 should directly engage with 
their significant investors on matters of corporate and board governance.

Why?
In October 2015, the ICD convened an 
Advisory Committee of experienced corporate 
directors, executives, institutional and active 
investors, including Greg Boland, Ian Bourne, 
David Denison, Peter Dey, Eileen Mercier and 
Michael Wilson to help develop shareholder 
engagement guidance for Canadian boards.

The Advisory Committee was asked to reflect 
on a need for enhanced board-shareholder 
dialogue, identified by Canada’s director 
community at the 2015 ICD National 
Conference, Short-termism: a problem or not?

Shareholders are seeking greater input into the 
governance of, and certain key decisions made 
by, the companies in which they invest. This is 
true of long-term institutional investors looking 
to provide insights and feedback on corporate 
affairs and is especially evident in the rise 
of shareholder activism and in the influence 
of third party intermediaries such as proxy 
advisory firms threatening withhold votes 
against directors unless certain governance 
reforms are implemented. 

In addition to shareholders, legislators, 
regulators, the media and other stakeholders 
also offer opinions on what boards and 
directors should do – both generally and 

specifically. Invariably, such commentators 
express views - often conflicting - reflective of 
the interest of their individual constituencies. 
The board of directors, however, is the only 
body of this group with the legal duty to 
consider the interests of all stakeholders, 
including shareholders, and to reconcile 
competing interests as it deems appropriate in 
order to further the long-term best interests of 
companies.

This dynamic has led to distractions and 
tensions in our capital markets, sometimes at 
the expense of broad, informed discussion 
about how boards can better oversee strong, 
innovative and growing companies that allocate 
capital wisely and create long-term value. 

Boards have a responsibility to take a 
leadership position in this discussion that 
recognizes their central role as stewards of 
their companies. The ICD believes there is 
a real opportunity for directors to engage 
shareholders in meaningful dialogue to 
enhance mutual understanding and obtain 
valuable input on the governance of the 
organizations in which they have an interest.
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As the source of risk capital for Canadian businesses, shareholders have a direct influence 
in corporate governance. Shareholders elect the directors and appoint the external auditors 
and shareholder approval is required for matters of fundamental importance to the company 
and its shareholders, including changes to the articles and by-laws, amalgamations, 
reorganizations and the sale of all or substantially all of the company’s assets and certain 
dilutive transactions.

It is important to note that the ICD’s position to encourage directors to engage shareholders 
should not be interpreted as, in any way, minimizing the responsibility of boards to factor 
into  their decision-making process the interests of all stakeholders in addition to the 
interests of shareholders.

As ICD President and CEO, Stan Magidson, stated at the outset of the Advisory Committee’s 
opening meeting, “The ICD has a role to play in bringing harmony to the boardroom, 
helping to find greater common ground between boards and investors, and assisting all 
parties in achieving better results.”

 Context
Over the past number of years, Canada’s capital markets have experienced increased 
consolidation of investment power in - and more active investment management by - 
institutional investors. 

Over the same period, and particularly following the 2008 financial crisis, investors, as well as 
legislators, regulators, the media and certain other stakeholders have increased their focus 
on the key role that boards of directors play in the governance of their organizations.

ACTIVIST INVESTING
The pressure to generate, and to continue to generate, regular, positive returns throughout 
the investment cycle has contributed to a growing trend of active investing globally and 
in Canada. Active investment managers with a long-term view can provide constructive 
insights to an issuer as a result of a shared goal to make a positive, long-term impact on the 
company and its value based on significant research. However, Canada has also experienced 
activist investment, some of which is in the form of aggressive pursuit of change with a 
view solely to maximizing short-term value. In their pursuit of such strategies, some activist 
investors have leveraged the focus of shareholders and other stakeholders on governance 
practices to garner support for their desired changes.

In Canada, activism effectively became front-page news in 2011, when New York-based 
hedge fund Pershing Square Capital Management initiated its successful campaign to 
replace the leadership of Canadian Pacific Railway. Following this, another New York hedge 
fund, Jana Partners unsuccessfully bid to force changes to the operational strategy and 
board composition of Calgary’s Agrium, a market leader in the agricultural inputs industry. 
There have been other very public examples and every Canadian issuer has taken note that 
they too may be subject to activist attention – regardless of stability and performance – if it 
is perceived that short-term value can be unlocked.
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Shareholders in Canada possess several rights allowing them to challenge governance 
practices if they deem it necessary. These include withholding votes in director elections 
and the ability to initiate shareholder proposals, including director nominee proposals. In 
addition, investors can solicit proxies from up to 15 shareholders without providing a proxy 
circular and have the right to requisition a shareholder meeting provided they meet the 
required ownership threshold. Activists have become adept not only at employing these 
tools, but also in soliciting media interest in their views to further their investment objectives.

Today, according to global research firm Preqin, there are more than 400 activist hedge 
funds with US$100-billion invested in public companies of all sizes. Sixty-six percent of 
these funds are headquartered in North America. In addition, institutional investors have 
found value in working with activist hedge funds, with as many as 90 percent of institutional 
investors reportedly involved with one or more of these funds.

Finally, renewed focus on boards and governance has also empowered proxy advisory firms 
to set their own guidelines for good corporate governance and issue vote recommendations 
to institutional investors based on them, which can sometimes reflect less than rigorous 
analysis. Virtually all institutional investment firms, with positions in thousands of companies, 
now engage proxy advisory firms to make recommendations on proxy voting (and often to 
vote their shares for them).

 Engaging
Typically management, whether led by the CEO or delegated to the officer responsible for 
investor relations has the primary responsibility for interacting with shareholders. This is 
appropriate as only managers have the sufficient depth of understanding of the day-to-day 
operations and financial performance to fully tell a company’s story.

However, the simultaneous trends of increasingly active institutional investors, the rise of 
activist investing, and the growth in influence of proxy advisors are clear indications of the 
desire in Canada by such groups for more shareholder influence over how companies are 
governed and overseen. Equally clear is the central fiduciary duty of the board of directors 
to act in the best interests of the corporation.

The ICD believes that board-shareholder dialogue is beneficial and that directors can play an 
important role in engaging their companies’ significant investors. In addition, we are of the 
view that the tension caused by the current dynamics in our capital markets may be mitigated 
through direct and meaningful exchanges by directors with significant investors on issues of 
corporate and board governance.

Direct engagement can offer many important benefits to boards, including enhanced 
opportunities to get to know their shareholders and build mutual trust and credibility. It 
can provide the board with useful input on strategy and performance. It also allows boards 
to directly communicate their oversight processes and policies and, crucially, to better 
understand the views, motives, perceptions or concerns of investors.
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ENGAGEMENT IS ALREADY HAPPENING
Board-shareholder engagement is already a generally accepted norm in some parts of 
the world. In Europe and Australia, for example, it is routine for issuers and investors to 
communicate about governance issues. As one European pension fund explained, their 
board engagement starts with the premise that they will give management the benefit of 
the doubt until they have reason to do otherwise. “We assume that management behaviour 
will be in the long-term interests of investors until we have cause for concern. Boards have a 
duty to speak to the providers of capital and we don’t want to micro-manage the CEO; that’s 
for the board to decide.”

Engagement in Canada is also not a completely new concept. The Canadian Coalition 
for Good Governance, for example, has worked effectively for a number of years to 
communicate to boards the perspective of their members on best governance practices and 
this has been valued by both the large investor and issuer communities. The ICD supports 
such constructive engagement. However, the ICD also believes that given their central roles 
as stewards of their corporations, directors can benefit from direct engagement with their 
significant investors, particularly as shareholder demands for influence increase.

One of the largest obstacles to direct engagement for Canadian directors has been the 
absence of a standard process that boards can adopt to open and maintain channels of 
communication in an efficient manner. While some Canadian boards have developed 
direct engagement policies,2 many directors remain unsure about how board-shareholder 
engagement should work in practice. Further, they question what constitutes good 
engagement and how a board avoids undercutting management and investor relations  
or contravening disclosure rules.

THE SDX PROTOCOL 
Prior to the ICD convening its Advisory Committee, good work had been done in the United 
States to address the absence of a framework. The Shareholder-Director Exchange (SDX)3 
Protocol, published in February 2014, offers 10 points of guidance on engagement for U.S. 
public company boards and shareholders, with the purpose of making these dialogues 
“valuable and effective.” 

The development of the SDX Protocol was guided by the principles that only when 
companies have a universal process for understanding when and how to engage with their 
major shareholders beyond the regular IR channel, as well as a clear vision of what issues to 
address, can there be consistent, constructive dialogue between the parties. Furthermore, 
given the rise in shareholder activism, the establishment of this communication line is 
essential to restoring the delicate balance of power between investors, management, 
boards, regulators and policy makers. Only then will the director community be properly 
positioned to address trends rather than reacting to sentiments of the day. 

In creating SDX, the working group of independent directors and institutional investor 
representatives noted that activist shareholder interventions surged by 88 percent in the U.S. 
between January 2010 and September 2013, while activists’ funds under management have 
trebled in size since 2008, to more than US$100-billion today. They also presented a list of 
red flags that frequently attract activists, such as underperformance, litigation, financial re-
statements or questionable compensation practices.

2 For example, approximately 50% of 68 Investor Relations Officers surveyed, representing different sectors and market cap segments, say their boards engaged 
with either institutional investors, CCGG or proxy advisory firms in 2015. However, of these meetings, 72% were initiated by institutional investors and only 20% 
were initiated by the board, IR directions: Board-Shareholder Engagement & Governance Practices, Canadian Investor Relations Institute
3 SDX is a trademark of Tapestry Networks Inc., Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP and Teneo Holdings LLC
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DIFFERENCES IN THE CANADIAN MARKET
The ICD believes the SDX protocol is a constructive tool for enabling effective communication 
between investors and companies. It is important to recognize, however, that Canada has 
distinct qualities to its capital markets relative to other advanced economies, including 
the U.S. These include a large number of listed companies relative to the size of our 
economy, the predominant governance practice of separating the roles of chair and CEO, 
a high concentration of small and medium-sized listed companies, a significant number of 
controlled companies, a strong personal familiarity amongst market actors and a regulatory 
regime that is often described as “shareholder-friendly”.

Moreover, in contrast to the U.S., where courts have recognized a duty for directors to act 
in the interest of shareholders, decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada have affirmed the 
view that in Canada the board’s duty is to act in the best interests of the company, and not 
solely the best interests of shareholders. Indeed, the court refused to accord any priority to 
shareholder interests versus other stakeholder interests noting that “the duty of directors 
cannot be confined to particular priority rules, but is rather a function of business judgment 
of what is in the best interests of the corporation, in the particular situation it faces.”4

The ICD’s guidance reflects these differences while at the same time being consistent with 
many of the SDX protocol’s recommendations.5

4 BCE Inc. v. 1976 Debentureholders
5 See Appendix A for the full SDX protocol
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The ICD believes that boards should develop a shareholder engagement approach that 
suits the company’s circumstances and investor base. This guidance is intended to provide 
a framework to help boards to develop such an approach rather than a “one-size-fits-all” 
prescription. 

The following recommendations are intended to be flexible and universal so that companies 
of all sizes may adopt and adapt them and are designed to be mindful of the Canadian 
market. These should be seen as supplemental to a framework such as that offered by the 
SDX Protocol to help businesses create a transparent plan for how to communicate with 
significant shareholders. 

This guidance is intended to complement and not substitute the engagement practices 
undertaken by management. 

1. KNOW YOUR MOST SIGNIFICANT INVESTORS 

Boards should know their significant shareholders and their share positions

Knowledge of one’s investors is critical in today’s environment. Many institutional investors 
are increasingly focused on active investment management, with managed funds pursuing 
better returns, putting more pressure on issuers to understand the concerns and objectives 
of their shareholders.

However, boards wishing to engage must proceed in an environment complicated by 
impediments to shareholder identification under our proxy voting and early warning systems.  
Under our proxy voting system, investors can, and typically do, choose Objecting Beneficial 
Owner (OBO) status, so that their name, address and holdings are not disclosable to the 
issuer. And our early warning system allows investors to accumulate up to 10 percent of 
outstanding shares without disclosing their positions, unlike the vast majority of other 
jurisdictions where disclosure is triggered at the 5 percent ownership level. The result is that 
uninformed boards can become surprised boards.

For boards to better understand their investors, it is valuable as a starting point to establish  
a regular process whereby management provides to the board information about their  
most significant shareholders. In advance of setting up shareholder meetings, the board 
should work with management to determine the following information concerning their 
significant investors:

   The investor’s strategy, philosophy, track record, and cost basis (if possible);

    Percentage holding of the issuer and whether the investor has been adding to or 
reducing its position;

   The structure and hierarchy behind the investor’s decision-making process;
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    How the investor votes (for example, does the investor outsource its voting to a proxy 
advisory firm?);

   The percentage of the investor’s portfolio that the company comprises;

   Any and all material policy restrictions under which the fund operates. 

Boards should also be aware of the aggregate short position in the company’s shares as 
well as any individually significant positions and factor that into their overall shareholder 
engagement plans. Another fundamental piece that can only be learned once engagement 
has begun is the investor’s rationale for owning shares in the company. A critical question 
from a board to an investor should be ‘what opportunities do you see in holding our stock?’ 
It can spark a valuable interchange between both groups because it reveals whether there is 
any disconnect between shareholder expectations and what has been built into the board-
approved strategy.

2. RECOGNIZE THE KEY BENEFITS OF ENGAGEMENT  

Engagement is about better understanding the other’s perspective 

The ICD strongly believes that the benefits of shareholder engagement far outweigh the 
potential risks.  

Engagement provides the board with an opportunity to better understand how the company 
is perceived relative to its competition, how management is regarded, how well its strategy 
is understood, and other valuable information. In turn, engagement offers shareholders a 
better understanding of their holdings by providing better visibility into the board’s long 
term thinking and decision-making processes, and presents an opportunity to provide 
information and ideas for board consideration.

Ideally, the result of better understanding will be improved communication by companies and 
fewer skirmishes such as proxy battles, or contentious say-on-pay votes and director elections. 

A clearer understanding of each other’s positions may also help mitigate serious issues 
down the line. As one director remarked, “It is much harder for the board to engage after an 
activist appears.”

3. TAILOR A PROCESS THAT WORKS FOR YOU  

Adopt a strategic approach 

Boards should take a considered approach to shareholder engagement that elaborates 
on the circumstances in which it will engage directly with shareholders, the criteria for 
identifying shareholders with which it will engage and the frequency of engagement.

The list of investors with whom to engage will vary significantly depending on the size of 
the business, the breadth of the shareholder base and the industry itself. Some boards may 
wish to engage only with their largest institutional investors, while others may focus only on 
investors with long average hold periods, regardless of the size of the fund or even engage 
with more “niche” investors such as socially responsible funds.
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Large companies must be cognizant of directors’ schedules and creative in sharing 
engagement time with each significant investor. Canada has a large SME market and 
these companies may face the opposite challenge of capturing the attention of larger 
shareholders, especially those that rely heavily on proxy advisory firms. But smaller 
companies that do adopt direct engagement policies stand to distinguish themselves in  
the competitive market for capital.

Other guidelines to consider include:

    Establish processes for both normal market conditions and times of crisis;

    Ensure the process for each is transparent, with both issuers and institutional investors 
publishing online their position and process regarding engagement;

    Assess the likely productiveness of the session based upon events and personalities

SDX offers a comprehensive list6 of factors for both companies and investors to weigh 
before agreeing to an engagement request. The calculus can grow lengthy, so it is worth 
remembering that these are merely guidelines to help companies customize an approach. 

Finally, when formulating their approach to engagement, boards should consider the 
circumstances in which it would be beneficial to express to shareholders a desire for 
engagement, even in the event they decline.

4. SET TOPICS OF DISCUSSION  

Know what you’re talking about and what you can talk about

To best leverage engagement meetings, discussions should be meaningful. Both parties 
should agree in advance to a clear agenda built on governance-related subjects where 
company directors have the requisite knowledge to engage meaningfully rather than 
operational and performance matters. Before engagement meetings can occur, the company 
should have in place a sound disclosure policy and shareholder engagement must be 
consistent with that policy. 

Appropriate areas for directors to discuss include (but are not necessarily restricted to):

    Board oversight of strategy

    Corporate mission and goals

    Executive compensation

   Succession planning process

    Board composition

    Board oversight of risk

    Board oversight of accounting, auditing and internal controls

    Board decision-making process

10
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Areas that are more appropriate for management to discuss include: 

    Corporate strategy

    Financial performance

    Mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures or dispositions

    Specific new products, services, discoveries, customers or suppliers

    Changes in management or control

    Dividends, repurchase plans or other events regarding the company’s securities

Investors may also have views on operational matters or company or management 
performance that they wish to share with the board. As these are areas where management 
may be better positioned to speak and where the risk of inadvertent disclosure of previously 
undisclosed material information in breach of securities laws is higher, directors should listen 
to what investors have to say on such matters, but should not respond except to provide 
assurance that the views will be conveyed to the board for consideration.  

Directors must also be sensitive to limits on communication under proxy solicitation rules which 
prohibit communications under circumstances reasonably calculated to result in the giving, 
withholding or revocation of a proxy prior to distribution of a proxy circular in prescribed form.

In executing shareholder engagement, boards should also maintain regular dialogue 
with the CEO regarding what issues are discussed with investors and by whom. CEOs 
and management should be comforted that the subject matter of board/shareholder 
engagement is about topics that more properly fall into the domain of board oversight.

5. INVITE THE RIGHT PARTICIPANTS   

Get decision makers in the room 

Board

Most Canadian companies have separated the roles of Chair and CEO. This is a significant 
difference from the U.S. and provides greater clarity to the roles management and boards 
play in engagement. In addition, this governance practice presents a natural entry point for 
shareholder dialogue.

The Chair should be joined by at least one other independent director, but the full board 
should not be involved. Depending on the engagement meeting agenda, it may be 
appropriate to include committee chairs (e.g. compensation committee, etc.). 

Directors will need to be sufficiently prepared in order to engage properly, and the process 
should be similar to how executives are briefed prior to the quarterly earnings calls. The 
corporate secretary and Investor Relations Officer should prepare directors for meetings with 
shareholders, briefing them on subjects such as the latest hot button issues for the investor, 
as well as those items outlined in Guidance #1 (percentage of the investor’s portfolio that the 
company comprises, the investor’s policy of outsourcing its voting to a proxy advisory firm, etc.).
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Directors should also understand the limits on disclosure to which they are subject in light 
of the prohibition under securities laws to not selectively disclose material non-public 
information and restrictions under proxy solicitation rules. 

Investors who engage with a board may want the opportunity to discuss management’s 
performance without executives present. These discreet conversations can offer directors a 
valuable view of how the company’s performance is perceived by the market and should be 
encouraged. The ICD recommends that issuers consider having the CEO, and other senior 
members of management, if appropriate, attend the initial stage of an engagement, with the 
understanding that the meeting will branch off in camera.

In regular circumstances, the presence of any third-party advisors is not recommended.

Significant investor

Whether a board chooses to meet individually or with a group of investors will depend on 
practicality, circumstance and the issues to be discussed. 

Institutional investors vary greatly in terms of their structure and decision-making processes. 
Among larger organizations, it is common for key issues, such as governance, voting and 
dispositions, to be handled by different departments. As a result, issuers regularly have to 
deal with multiple decision makers from the same investor group. Boards should consider 
requesting that investors be represented by key decision makers from both the portfolio 
management and “governance” teams.

It is strongly recommended that companies and shareholders use the same participants 
in subsequent engagements, wherever practical, to enable continuity and stronger 
relationships. 

6. REVIEW AND CONSIDER WHAT YOU LEARN   

Consider the information you gain from your engagement 

At the conclusion of a successful engagement both the directors and investors should feel 
that their points have been properly heard. 

It is important for the directors to share the results of engagement meetings with the entire 
board. This presents an opportune moment for board members to ask themselves what 
questions they need to be posing to management, based on the remarks of the company’s top 
shareholders and what messages they may need to convey to the market going forward. The 
ICD recommends that shareholder engagement be on a board’s agenda at least once a year.

A board should regularly review who its significant shareholders are and make time each 
year, as appropriate in the circumstances, to meet with them. This additional channel for 
communication provides an opportunity to receive further feedback from shareholders 
and can enhance management’s existing shareholder engagement and investor relations 
programs and the effectiveness of external communication to investors.
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The Institute of Corporate Directors believes that the boards of directors of Canada’s listed 
companies should directly engage with their significant investors for the reasons set out in the 
attached paper.

This position is intended to complement and not substitute the primary shareholder 
engagement role of management, including through investor relations functions.

THE ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

      Know your most significant investors 
Boards should know their significant shareholders and their share positions

      Recognize the key benefits of engagement  
Engagement is about better understanding the other’s perspective 

      Tailor a process that works for you  
Adopt a strategic approach

      Set topics of discussion  
Know what you’re talking about and what you can talk about

      Invite the right participants  
Get decision makers in the room

      Review and consider what you learn  
Consider the information you gain from your engagement
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Introduction to the SDXTM Protocol† 
The Shareholder-Director Exchange (SDX) is a working group of leading independent directors and 
representatives from some of the largest and most influential long-term institutional investors.1  SDX 
participants came together to discuss shareholder-director engagement and to use their collective experience 
to develop the SDX Protocol, a set of guidelines to provide a framework for shareholder-director 
engagements.  While the decision to engage directly with investors should be made in consultation with or 
at the request of management, the 10-point SDX Protocol offers guidance to US public company boards and 
shareholders on when such engagement is appropriate and how to make these engagements valuable and 
effective.  

Changes to the corporate governance landscape, including an increasing focus on better and more effective 
governance practices, the frequency and scale of activist campaigns, the increased use of proxy advisory 
services, and an increased understanding of the potential benefits of direct engagement, have led institutional 
investors and public company boards to review their current approaches to shareholder-director engagement.  
More institutional investors are seeking meetings with the public company directors they elect, and more 
directors are accepting these requests.  Some boards are proactively requesting meetings with significant 
shareholders.  

In December 2013, Securities and Exchange Commission Chair Mary Jo White emphasized the importance 
of direct engagement by stating “the board of directors is – or ought to be – a central player in shareholder 
engagement.”2 

This Introduction synthesizes the perspectives of participating directors, institutional investor representatives, 
and other thought leaders concerning four key reasons why the time is right for the SDX Protocol: 

 Shareholders are increasing their involvement with public companies and are often focused on corporate 
governance matters 

 Directors are responding by engaging more frequently with the company’s owners 

 Both investors and directors are realizing significant value from direct engagement 

 Perceived barriers to engagement can be avoided or addressed 

Shareholders are increasing their involvement with public companies and are often focused 
on corporate governance matters 

One of the most significant developments in corporate affairs in recent years is the shift in the balance of 
power between shareholders and the management and boards of the companies in which they commit their 
capital.  Passive shareholders whose portfolios are largely indexed have long seen engagement as an important 
tool; now, active shareholders are no longer content with exiting their investments when operating 
performance, investment returns, or corporate governance are unsatisfactory.  With increasing frequency, 
more investors are attempting to influence the corporate governance and operations of companies through  

                                                 
† SDX and the SDX logo are trademarks of Tapestry Networks, Inc., Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP, and Teneo Holdings, LLC. 
1 Working group participants and others interviewed in connection with the development of the SDX Protocol are identified in Appendix 2. 
2 Securities and Exchange Commission Chair Mary Jo White, “Remarks at the 10th Annual Transatlantic Corporate Governance Dialogue” (speech, 
December 3, 2013).  Note that SDX participants do not wish to subordinate management’s primary role with respect to investor relations, but 
rather to provide an additional mechanism for engagement with a company’s owners.  Management’s role is addressed more fully on page 4. 

http://www.sec.gov/News/Speech/Detail/Speech/1370540434901#.UqEAnyfrxww
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the proxy process or other forms of activism, and long-term investors are increasingly willing to consider and 
support these efforts.  It is shortsighted for corporate boards to avoid engaging with their long-term investors 
when activists frequently meet with those same institutions to pursue corporate change. 

Some directors involved with the SDX Protocol noted that companies on whose boards they sit have 
received engagement requests because performance, policies, or practices have triggered shareholder interest.  
This is more than just anecdotal, as traditional activism is clearly on the rise: 

 Activist shareholder interventions (e.g., seeking board representation, share buybacks, CEO removal) 
increased 88% between January 1, 2010 and September 20, 2013, with the majority of that growth in 
Europe and the United States.3 

 Activist shareholders worldwide have stepped up their actions at companies with market capitalizations 
exceeding $2 billion by 129% since January 2010.4  The average market value of companies targeted by 
activists increased to $8.2 billion in 2012, up from $3.9 billion in 2011.5 

 The number of shareholders globally with a stated activist strategy has more than doubled over the last 
decade.6 

 Activist funds are estimated to have over $100 billion in assets under management – three times the 
amount invested in 2008.7 

An important change from the past is that activists no longer need to take large stakes in their targets to gain 
leverage over companies, even those that were previously viewed as unapproachable because of their large 
size.  Today, relatively small positions can provide a platform for disproportionate influence, as in the case of 
ValueAct’s 0.8% position in Microsoft and Pershing Square’s 1% position in Procter & Gamble.8 

In addition, some institutional investors are pushing companies to change policies and practices, adopting 
tactics traditionally associated with activists.  For example, the California State Teachers’ Retirement System 
recently co-sponsored a proposal with activist fund Relational Investors in an effort to break up Timken Co.  
The two organizations objected to the Timken family holding three of 11 board seats while holding only 
10% of the stock.9 

The Shareholder Rights Project at Harvard Law School has targeted staggered boards of directors with 
remarkable success.  In 2012 and 2013, 58 of the 61 declassification proposals submitted by the Shareholder 
Rights Project and the investors it represents that went to a vote were passed by shareholders, with an 
average of 81% of votes cast in support; many other companies declassified by settlement.10 

                                                 
3 Linklaters, “Activist Investors Turn Up the Heat in Global Boardrooms,” news release, November 11, 2013. 
4 Ibid. 
5 James C. Woolery, “Bridging the Chasm Between Boards and Shareholders,” Wall Street Journal, October 9, 2013. 
6 Linklaters, “Activist Investors Turn Up the Heat in Global Boardrooms.” 
7 Woolery, “Bridging the Chasm Between Boards and Shareholders.”  
8 Company and investor filings. 
9 Louis M. Thompson, “When Pension Funds Turn Activists,” Compliance Week, December 17, 2013. 
10 Lucian Bebchuk, Scott Hirst, and June Rhee, “Towards Board Declassification in One-Hundred S&P 500 and Fortune 500 Companies,” Harvard 

Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and Financial Regulation (blog), October 30, 2013. 

http://www.linklaters.com/News/LatestNews/2013/Pages/Activist-investors-global-boardrooms.aspx
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303796404579099063750768946
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303796404579099063750768946
http://www.complianceweek.com/when-pension-funds-turn-activists/article/323392/
http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/corpgov/2013/10/30/towards-board-declassification-in-one-hundred-sp-500-and-fortune-500-companies/
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To prepare for potential activities like those described above, companies must be mindful of a growing list of 
red flags that can draw the attention of activists and corporate governance experts and have led to 
engagement requests or activist campaigns:11 

 Underperformance, whether operating 
performance or relative shareholder return  

 Unplanned CEO or C-suite transition 

 Significant litigation or government investigative 
activity 

 Reputational event with negative mainstream or 
social-media attention 

 Series of operational mishaps suggesting lack of 
board oversight 

 Financial restatements, late filing, lack of clean 
audit opinion, or unplanned change of audit firm 

 Board composition (e.g., quality, diversity, 
tenure, “overboarding”) 

 Below-average support for management 
proposals (e.g., say on pay, director nominees) 

 Above-average support for shareholder proposals 
(e.g., CEO-chair separation, political 
contribution disclosure) 

 

 Failure to implement election outcome or 
resolution supported by shareholder majority 

 Disfavored compensation practices or elements 

 Significant activist stake in company 

 Plurality voting policy 

 Classified board 

 Dual-class stock 

 Disempowered nonexecutive chair, lead 
director, or presiding director 

 Controversial transaction activity, including 
related-party transactions 

 Takeover defense plans 

 Poor disclosures and shareholder 
communications 

 Environmental, social, and other governance 
considerations (e.g., labor issues, environmental 
legislation, sustainability practices, or reporting) 

 

Deciding when to engage 

The presence of a red flag may not be sufficient reason to engage.  Deciding when to make or accept 
an engagement request is a case-by-case determination based on the company’s or investor’s general 
philosophy of shareholder-director engagement and other important contextual factors.  For more, see 

the second point of the SDX Protocol, “Adopting a clear policy for engagement.” 

 

  

                                                 
11 This list will likely evolve over time.  Corporate secretaries can ensure their boards are kept up to date with the latest thinking in governance to 

avoid unwelcome surprises. 
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Directors are responding by engaging more frequently with the company’s owners 

Forward-thinking directors have moved to mitigate the impact of the shifting balance of power toward 
shareholders by engaging with longer-term shareholders.  SDX participants reported that this type of 
engagement has become increasingly common.   

Activists and corporate governance campaigners can use the presence of the red flags noted above as a lever 
to gain shareholder support for their initiatives, and failure to engage with shareholders can only bolster their 
efforts.  James Woolery, chairman-elect of Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP, recently made this point: 
“Unable to effectively communicate with their boards, shareholders are routinely turning to aggressive 
activism … Boards that don’t engage with their investors on a continuing basis risk making themselves 
vulnerable to activists eager to exploit the lack of communication.”12   

Objective self-analysis by companies can identify points of vulnerability that could lead to engagement 
requests or more disruptive forms of shareholder activism.  Having a clear view of a company’s 
vulnerabilities may lead the board to undertake an engagement process with shareholders designed to listen 
to concerns and explain the board’s approach to strategy, business challenges, and compensation, for 
example.  A company’s corporate secretary can help the board and its nomination and governance 
committee by surfacing current governance issues, as well as any specific items cited by the company’s largest 
shareholders. 

  

                                                 
12 Woolery, “Bridging the Chasm Between Boards and Shareholders.”    

Management’s role 

A company’s primary investor relations function is vested in its management – specifically in the 
company’s senior officers and investor relations professionals.  Company management will continue to 
lead engagement with shareholders with respect to operating performance, financial matters, 
strategic execution, and other operational and performance matters for which management is directly 
responsible. 

The SDX Protocol respects that relationship and is not intended to subordinate management’s primary 
role in shareholder interaction, but rather to supplement investor relations activities by clarifying 
when and how the independent board directors ought to engage with the shareholders who elected 
them.    

However, it is important that management and boards are unified and consistent in their 
communications with shareholders.  In order for shareholder-director engagement to be an effective 
component of a company’s overall communications effort, boards should coordinate engagements 
with management, including discussing the purpose of the engagement, topics for discussion, and 
preparation.  Except in rare cases where confidentiality from management has been requested, the 
board should review with management the matters discussed during the engagement. 

http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303796404579099063750768946
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Both investors and directors are realizing significant value from direct engagement 

While shareholder activism is often the trigger for board-shareholder engagement, interaction between 
shareholders and directors is increasing simply because it is seen as beneficial to both parties.  Engagement 
improves transparency, mutual understanding, and the overall quality of governance in the market.  
Engagement can also reduce friction and transaction costs.   

SDX participants noted that engagement benefits companies by enabling them to do the following:  

 Demonstrate quality of board oversight.  Direct engagement gives boards the opportunity to 
present their processes, philosophy, and rationales with respect to specific corporate governance issues 
important to shareholders.  In doing so, boards can improve the perception of, or enhance the awareness 
of, the company’s unique business context and the quality and thoughtfulness of board efforts.  
Explaining a board’s processes also builds a valuable sense of the board’s accountability. 

 Create direct and open channels for substantive and productive communication.  Proactive 
engagement in the normal course of business, on clearly defined engagement topics, creates channels of 
communication between the board and representatives of its shareholders and can help the company 
provide context for the business environment and explain key strategic or governance decisions.  The 
development of professional relationships arising from this process – and the experience directors gain 
through engagement – can improve targeting of communication and greatly enhance outcomes when 
directors solicit shareholder support in times of corporate crisis (e.g., activist attack, proxy battle, etc.).   

 Better understand investor perspective of business and governance issues.  Investors have an 
informed view of the company and its competitive landscape, both on an absolute basis and relative to its 
peers.  Boards can gain valuable insight on how company management and strategy is perceived by the 
market.  Investors can also be a source of insight on the attributes and skills desirable in board members 
or, in some cases, a source of candidates to consider for board membership. 

 Influence proxy-voting decisions.  Companies can move the percentage of votes for or against a 
proposal, either when engagement is requested or by requesting engagement.  For example, companies 
can seek engagement to provide context for the board’s thinking and enable investors to cast fully 
informed votes.  This may convince investors to take an exception from their proxy-voting guidelines.   

Likewise, SDX participants noted that engagement benefits investors by enabling them to do the following: 

 Evaluate board effectiveness.  Investors gain real insight into boardroom composition, capabilities, 
function, and dynamics by meeting with a company’s directors.   

 Create direct and open channels for substantive and productive communication.  Direct 
engagement creates channels for communication and can create a history of good-faith engagement with 
respect to corporate governance issues.  Investors may receive better reaction to their own requests and 
perspectives when there is a track record of engagement.   

 Better understand director perspective of business and governance issues.  Hearing a director 
explain the board’s approach offers a unique window into the company that enhances the investor’s 
understanding of the company’s situation and thinking.   
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 Influence governance policies and practices.  Direct engagement gives investors the opportunity to 
present unfiltered views and can persuade a company to reconsider and change corporate governance 
policies and practices.  Investors can communicate their concerns directly to the board and potentially 
avoid the need to file a shareholder resolution or take a public position on a proxy item.  Investors can 
use engagement to better inform their voting decisions and to supplement their overall investment thesis 
regarding a company.   

Perceived barriers to engagement can be avoided or addressed 

Some key objectives of the SDX Protocol are to address legacy practices and concerns that have historically 
kept directors from engaging with their shareholders and to provide solutions to issues that could be 
problematic.  The table below outlines concerns and responses that SDX participants identified. 

 

 Concern  Response 

Resource 
constraints 

There is insufficient time for directors 
to meet with all shareholders or for 
most institutional investors to meet 
with directors from all portfolio 
companies.  Both groups have many 
demands on their limited time.   

Despite time and resource constraints, company 
boards and investors make time for engagement 
when an issue is of sufficient importance.  The 
SDX Protocol identifies factors that help 
directors and investors prioritize engagement 
opportunities.  SDX participants also noted that 
the time required to prepare for and conduct 
engagements is relatively modest.  Engagement 
conducted before an issue has a chance to 
become a significant problem can ultimately 
save time for participants.  Avoiding perfunctory 
or non-issue driven engagements can serve to 
preserve resources and allow participants to 
focus their efforts on issues of critical 
importance.   

Compliance 
concerns 

Engagement with shareholders creates 
a risk of violating Regulation FD (Fair 
Disclosure) and subjecting the 
company and/or director(s) to 
liability.   

With appropriate training, there is minimal risk 
that engagement will create a compliance event 
for issuers or institutional investors who wish to 
avoid becoming insiders.  Additionally, 
corporate governance and other topics typically 
discussed during engagement are not the type of 
disclosures on which regulators are focused.  For 

more, see Appendix 1: Regulation FD considerations.  
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 Concern  Response 

Management 
or director 
reluctance 

Historically, senior management – 
particularly the CEO, CFO, and head 
of investor relations – handled most 
company-investor engagement.  For 
varied reasons, both members of 
management and the board may be 
reluctant to deviate from this historical 
practice. 

Shareholder-director engagement does not 
subordinate management’s primary role in 
investor relations activities; the board’s role is to 
supplement management’s work in particular 
situations or on appropriate topics.  The primary 
focus of shareholder-director engagement 
should be with institutional investors that share 
the board’s commitment to long-term value 
creation.  For more, see “Management’s role,” on 

page 4.  In addition, companies and investors 
benefit when their engagements demonstrate 
the quality of their representatives responsible 
for the matters discussed.   

Lack of trust of 
underlying 
motivations 

Companies and institutional investors 
sometimes perceive engagement 
requests as coming in bad faith: issuers 
fear an intent to embarrass, and 
institutional investors fear an intent to 
do nothing beyond sit through the 
requested meeting.   

SDX participants reported that engagement 
requests are generally made and accepted in 
good faith and can generate substantial value for 
both parties.   

 

Risk of mixed 
messages 

Companies are concerned that having 
multiple people speak for the 
company – the CEO and one 
director, or several directors – 
increases the risk that messaging will 
be inconsistent.  Institutional investors 
may worry that their investment and 
corporate governance professionals 
may also provide inconsistent 
messaging.   

The risk of mixed messaging already exists: 
virtually all companies and institutional investors 
of scale delegate communications to multiple 
individuals.  Appropriate coordination between 
boards and management can mitigate this risk 
effectively. 

The concern also assumes that the only purpose 
of engagement is to talk; however, listening is 
equally important.  

Risk of 
harming 
relationship 

Some opportunities to engage are 
missed because of concern that 
engagement may harm the 
relationship between the company and 
investor.  Meetings can go poorly if 
there is no clear objective or agenda, 
the wrong representative is selected, 
the parties are not sufficiently 
prepared, or for other reasons.   

Directors are elected by shareholders and no 
benefit arises from isolating each party.  Failing 
to meet can be the more significant risk.  SDX 
participants noted that engagements rarely 
backfire for either party, and that this risk can be 
minimized by following the SDX Protocol. 
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Adapting the SDXTM Protocol for engagement with other types of shareholders 

The SDX Protocol is focused primarily on public company board engagement with institutional 
investors in real-time, two-way dialogue.  However, this focus is not meant to imply that there is no 
value to be gained from better engagement with or communication between other shareholders and 
directors.  Indeed, recent data shows that one-third of US company shares, on average, are held 
outside of institutional accounts and that individual ”retail” shareholders can affect voting 
outcomes.13  Therefore, most principles of the SDX Protocol can be adapted for engagement with 
other types of shareholders or other types of meetings.   

“Scaling” engagement and communications with broader groups of shareholders may require the use 
of alternative approaches, including the use of technological resources and tools.  Some current 
options include virtual annual meetings, electronic forums, and investor “days” that enable better 
communication or dialogue in between regularly scheduled events.  Some newer technologies can 
validate the number of shares owned by participants in a forum or survey and provide secure 
communications in a company-controlled site.  Other technologies can provide data on shareholder 
sentiment and voting patterns that enable a company to more effectively engage with its 
shareholders.  Companies and investors are advised to keep informed of technology that may enable 
them to be more efficient or inclusive. 

The SDXTM Protocol process 

The work of the Shareholder-Director Exchange has been supported by Tapestry Networks, Cadwalader, 
Wickersham & Taft LLP, and Teneo Holdings, together with Broadridge Financial Solutions.  Tapestry, 
Cadwalader, and Teneo conducted interviews with public company directors, institutional investor 
representatives, subject matter experts, and other thought leaders about shareholder-director engagement.  
For a list of working group participants and others interviewed in connection with the SDX, please see Appendix 2.  The 
SDX Protocol reflects a majority perspective on detailed recommendations.14   

Tapestry, Cadwalader, and Teneo can be contacted to discuss the SDX Protocol more generally or to 
provide further context and information with respect to shareholder-director engagement.  Broadridge can 
be contacted to discuss the SDX Protocol and alternative methods in which engagement can be scaled to 
incorporate retail and other individual investor classes.  For contact information for Tapestry, Cadwalader, Teneo, or 

Broadridge, please see Appendix 3. 

Conclusion 

Companies and investors often miss valuable opportunities to engage.  While the SDX Protocol does not 
offer a one-size-fits-all approach to engagement, it does provide meaningful guidance and concrete 
suggestions from seasoned engagement practitioners.  It is offered in service to public company directors and 
investors to enable them to more effectively make and respond to engagement requests.   

 
                                                 
13 Broadridge and PwC, “2013 Proxy Season Recap,” ProxyPulse, accessed January 11, 2014. 
14 Participation was in an individual capacity and neither these individuals nor the institutions with which they are affiliated necessarily endorse all 

aspects of the SDX Protocol. 

http://proxypulse.broadridge.com/
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The SDXTM Protocol† 
The Shareholder-Director Exchange Protocol (SDX Protocol) was created by a working group of leading 
independent directors and representatives from some of the largest and most influential long-term 
institutional investors.  The group came together to provide guidance to other investors and directors about 
the growing trend towards shareholder-director engagement.1  

The working group has devised the SDX Protocol to assist public company boards and institutional investors 
who wish to consider engagement by providing a practical framework for effective, mutually beneficial 
engagement.  Although the SDX Protocol can be utilized in the context of a corporate crisis, it is intended 
to be a broader template for addressing corporate issues in the normal course of business. 

Engagement creates benefits for both companies and investors by enabling them to: 

Companies Investors 

 Demonstrate quality of board oversight 

 Create direct and open channels for substantive 
and productive communication 

 Better understand investor perspective of 
business and governance issues 

 Influence proxy-voting decisions 

 Evaluate board effectiveness 

 Create direct and open channels for substantive 
and productive communication 

 Better understand director perspective of 
business and governance issues 

 Influence governance policies and practices 

Historically, shareholders and directors have engaged each other infrequently and there have been no 
generally established processes and procedures for engagement.  Contemporary engagement also frequently 
occurs in the context of a corporate crisis, requiring independent directors in particular to reach out to 
institutional investors – a difficult task if directors have not previously engaged with investors and are not 
comfortable doing so.  As a result of these factors, engagement is often on an ad hoc basis and less effective. 

The SDX Protocol consists of 10 points, outlined on the pages that follow.  

1. Scope of the SDXTM Protocol 

The SDX Protocol focuses on real-time, two-way interactions – or “engagement” – between non-executive 
directors of public company issuers and representatives from long-term institutional investors, such as asset 
managers and public pension funds.  The SDX Protocol focuses on engagement with long-term institutional 
investors given the breadth and depth of their holdings and their alignment with public company boards in 
seeking long-term value creation. 

The SDX Protocol is intended to be consistent with the current practice of public company management 
and boards, whereby company management has the primary responsibility for investor relations.  The SDX 
Protocol respects that relationship and is not intended to subordinate management’s primary role in leading 

                                                 
† SDX and the SDX logo are trademarks of Tapestry Networks, Inc., Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP, and Teneo Holdings, LLC. 
1 The factors driving the growth of direct engagement and the potential benefits of engagement are discussed in detail in the accompanying 

document, “Introduction to the Shareholder-Director Exchange Protocol.”  Working group participants and others interviewed as part of the SDX 
Protocol™ creation are identified in Appendix 2. 
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shareholder engagement with respect to operating performance, financial matters, strategic execution, and 
other operational and performance matters for which management is directly responsible.  The SDX 
Protocol is instead meant to supplement these efforts by providing guidance for shareholder-director 
interaction and discussion with respect to governance-related topics for which the board is directly 
responsible, and for directors to hear the unfiltered views of shareholders on all topics. 

2. Adopting a clear policy for engagement 

Each company and institutional investor will develop a clear policy for how it will approach shareholder-
director engagement.  This engagement policy will consider what types of engagement requests the company 
or institutional investor will make or accept in times of crisis and during the normal course of business.  For 
example, a board might identify a multiyear engagement program with a specific set of investors.  In the case 
of companies, this work would likely be undertaken by the board’s nominating and governance committee 
with the support of the corporate secretary.   

In determining whether to make or accept an engagement request, companies and investors will make each 
decision on a case-by-case basis after considering some or all of the following respective factors: 

Companies Investors 

 Anticipated productiveness of engagement 

 Expected duration of investor’s holding 

 Appropriateness of the proposed topic  

 Gravity or materiality of the topic  

 Company’s vulnerability to activist campaign 

 Investor’s leadership on the proposed topic  

 Investor’s approach to investment and corporate 
governance 

 Changes in board membership or leadership 

 Investor’s recent voting history, at the company 
or on the proposed discussion topic(s) 

 Investor’s propensity to engage in various forms 
of activism  

 Overall investor interest in subject, based on 
number of investor requests or investor survey 
results 

 Size of investor (absolute and size of holding) 

 History of engagement with investor 

 Anticipated productiveness of engagement 

 Expected duration of investor’s holding 

 Appropriateness of the proposed topic  

 Gravity or materiality of the topic  

 Depth and quality of the company’s disclosures 
and shareholder communications 

 Perceived quality of company governance, 
particularly when the company is 
underperforming  

 Recent changes in board membership or 
leadership 

 Recent proxy vote results for the company and 
for the proposed discussion topic(s) 

 Company’s response to past investor activity 
(e.g., votes, prior discussions) 

 Number of companies making requests on given 
topic 

 Number of investors interested in given topic 

 Size of company (absolute and size of holding) 

Each institution will also decide whether its policy will be posted to its website. 
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3. Identifying engagement topics 

The value of shareholder-director engagement and decisions on whether and how to engage are dependent 
on the topics to be discussed.  Engagements should be topic driven – the quality and value of engagement 
can suffer when a clear purpose or stated issue for the engagement is not articulated and agreed by the 
participants.  Topics appropriate for shareholder-director engagement include governance-related topics for 
which the company board (as opposed to company management) is directly responsible.  Some specific 
examples include the following: 

 Board composition and leadership (including 
desirable attributes for directors, board member 
succession philosophy, board leadership 
structure, director tenure, and diversity) 

 Board involvement in strategy development and 
oversight  

 Board oversight of capital allocation 

 Executive compensation philosophy and 
structure 

 Executive succession philosophy, process, and 
oversight  

 Financial oversight (including auditing, audit 
quality, and internal controls) 

 Management performance, leadership, and track 
record 

 Mergers and acquisitions (historical activity and 
transaction philosophy) 

 Risk management oversight 

 Response to exceptional events  

 Shareholder proposals 

 Takeover defenses 

Generally, it is inappropriate for shareholder-director engagement to include discussion of general business 
operations, current and projected financial results, strategic execution, and other operational and 
performance issues for which company management is directly responsible.  It is also clearly inappropriate to 
discuss any material non-public information.  For further information, see Appendix 1: Regulation FD considerations. 

4. Requesting engagement 

Companies and investors will each establish a primary contact for receiving engagement requests.  For 
companies, in most cases, this will be the corporate secretary; for investors, given the variety of ways 
investment firms are structured, the contact will vary.  Both companies and investors will make contact 
information for the primary contact readily accessible on their websites. 

A company or investor requesting engagement will reach out to the other party’s primary contact, stating 
both the topic(s) proposed for discussion and the level of time-sensitivity of the engagement request.  All 
requests will be acknowledged as soon as is practical and a decision on engagement will be made and relayed 
as soon as possible, but no later than 20 business days after receiving the engagement request. 
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5. Selecting participants 

Participating institutions often select two or more individuals to represent them in engagements in order to 
ensure regulatory compliance, mitigate risks of misunderstanding, and improve communication after the 
engagement.  To the extent practicable, subsequent engagements will involve the same personnel in order to 
preserve continuity.  Parties agree to select participants after considering the following:

Companies 

Directors: The company will specify 
participating directors based on the specific 
topic(s) to be discussed.  Participants will be 
chosen based on experience, expertise, board role, 
and past relationship with the investor.  The 
independent non-executive chairman, lead 
director, or relevant board committee chair will 
be one of the attendees.   

Management: Management, which has the 
primary responsibility for most aspects of investor 
relations, will generally be involved before and 
after shareholder-director engagement but does 
not need to attend the meetings.  If members of 
management attend, they should be prepared, if 
requested, to leave the meeting to allow for an 
“executive session” between the director(s) and 
shareholder representative(s).  Investors generally 
prefer that fewer management representatives be 
present. 

Investors 

The investor will select senior representative(s) 
who have decision-making authority over voting 
or share disposition. 

When the shares are actively managed, directors 
typically prefer that an investment professional or 
a member of the investment committee be present 
for the discussion.  When the investor’s holding is 
overseen by both a corporate governance team 
and one or more investment teams, the investor 
will either have representatives from each team 
attend or ensure communication between relevant 
teams before and after the engagement to ensure 
alignment. 

 

 

 

With regard to third parties, having outside advisors such as legal counsel, investment bankers, or consultants 
attend shareholder-director engagements is generally counterproductive.  Other than in the context of an 
activist approach, where the presence of third-party advisors is customary, inclusion of such advisors in 
meetings should be rare, requested on an exception basis, and agreed to by both parties. 

6. Determining how to engage 

Directors and institutional investors generally prefer meetings where one company meets with one investor.  
These meetings may be in person or virtual (e.g., teleconferences, web-based meetings).   

Group meetings may also be successful and are sometimes preferred.  These meetings may take many forms; 
for example, investors might attend a board committee meeting or strategy retreat, a focused investor day, or 
a part of an investor day devoted to environmental, social, and governance issues.  
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If a potential engagement participant is interested in hearing the concerns of a company or investor but for 
some reason would prefer not to engage in dialogue (e.g., because of the existence of material non-public 
information that is closely related to the topics to be discussed or because the company is about to make a 
decision that would be informed by enhancing board understanding of shareholder views), the parties may 
agree to a meeting where one participant simply listens to the other.   

7. Preparing for the engagement 

Companies and investors will prepare for meetings by reviewing relevant materials concerning the institution 
and individuals with which they will engage (e.g., corporate governance guidelines, proxy voting policy, 
history of prior engagements with the institution) and the topics to be discussed.  Engagement participants 
will be given appropriate training on legal issues relevant to shareholder-director engagement.   

Prior to meeting, engaging parties will agree on the following: 

 Topics to be discussed 

 Meeting participants 

 Format and venue 

 Confidentiality expectations 

 Desired outcomes 

8. Participating in the engagement  

During the engagement, parties will agree to specific next steps resulting from the discussion and to 
communicate information about the engagement to board, management, or investor colleagues who were 
not present.  

Changing either company or investor policy or practice is not essential for a successful engagement; 
however, an important element of engagement is each party’s willingness to listen carefully to one another 
and to take action in response to valid concerns or explain the reasons why the party is not taking action. 

9. Reviewing and revising approaches to engagement 

Investors and companies will review their engagements on an annual basis and revise their approaches to 
engagement as necessary.  Likewise, the SDX Protocol will be reviewed annually and updated as appropriate 
to reflect experience and emerging practice. 

10. Customizing the SDXTM Protocol 

The SDX Protocol is intended to support effective public company and investor engagement.  The specific 
terms of mutually beneficial engagement will be influenced by company-specific or investor-specific 
contexts.  Parties should use their judgment and modify engagement practices as needed.   

 

About this document 
The SDX™ Protocol and the related Introduction to the SDX™ Protocol are subject to the copyright of Tapestry Networks, Inc., Cadwalader, 
Wickersham & Taft LLP, and Teneo Holdings, LLC and may be reproduced and redistributed, but only in their entirety, including all copyright 
legends and logos of the copyright holders.   
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Appendix 1: Regulation FD considerations 

Overview1 

 Regulation FD (Fair Disclosure), or Reg FD, was adopted by the SEC to address the problem of 
selective disclosure by issuers of material nonpublic information.  

 Reg FD generally requires that when an issuer discloses material nonpublic information to institutional 
investors (and other persons enumerated in Reg FD), the issuer must simultaneously make public 
disclosure of the information.  

 Violations of Reg FD can subject an issuer, as well as the individual personnel at the issuer responsible 
for the violation, to an SEC enforcement action, which may result in civil penalties and/or injunctions. 

Shareholder-director communications are generally subject to Reg FD 

 Reg FD generally applies to communications by “senior officials” of an issuer (which includes directors) 
to specific persons, including, among others, institutional investment managers, hedge funds and other 
shareholders under circumstances in which it is reasonably foreseeable that such shareholders would trade 
on the basis of the information communicated.  Accordingly, shareholder-director engagement as 
contemplated by the SDX will be subject to Reg FD. 

Notwithstanding the applicability of Reg FD, the risk posed by Reg FD to shareholder-
director communications is manageable 

1. Reg FD applies to the disclosure of material nonpublic information – generally considered to be 
information that “there is a substantial likelihood a reasonable shareholder would consider important 
in making an investment decision” and the public disclosure of which “would have been viewed by 
the reasonable investor as having significantly altered the ‘total mix’ of information” available about 
the issuer. 

 Topics appropriate for shareholder-director engagement – such as succession planning, executive 
compensation, director nominating criteria, governance philosophies, and general board oversight 
(including of accounting, internal controls, risk, auditing and other related matters) – do not 
typically rise to the level of materiality commonly understood to be important to an investor 
making an investment decision and otherwise significantly alter the total mix of information 
available. 

 The Reg FD adopting release included a list (set forth in full under item 3 below) of the types of 
information that the SEC suggested may meet the standard of materiality implicated by Reg FD.  
That list generally focuses on earnings, extraordinary transactions (e.g., mergers), operating 
developments and related information, which is typically inappropriate for shareholder–director 
engagement. 

                                                 
1 This Appendix has been prepared in connection with the SDX Protocol for informational purposes only and does not constitute advertising or 
solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice.  Those seeking legal advice with respect to Reg FD or otherwise should contact legal 
counsel licensed in their jurisdiction.  Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 
relationship. 
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2. Reg FD is applicable to discussions between management and shareholders, and those discussions 
occur as a matter of course without undue concern about the prohibitions of Reg FD.  There is no 
reason to believe that public company directors, especially those well versed in investor 
communications, will be generally more apt to violate Reg FD than corporate management.  In 
addition, engagement participants that are unsure of Reg FD requirements can and should seek 
guidance from the company’s general counsel or outside counsel prior to engagement. 

3. Reg FD enforcement history suggests that robust SEC enforcement concerning shareholder-director 
communications is unlikely: 

 Since Reg FD was adopted in October 2000, the SEC has never brought a Reg FD enforcement 
action based on communications or disclosure by a non-executive director (including in 
connection with shareholder-director engagement).  

 Since Reg FD was adopted, the SEC has never brought a Reg FD enforcement action that 
concerned disclosure of a pure corporate governance matter.  

 Since Reg FD was adopted, the SEC has brought only 13 Reg FD enforcement actions, which 
have overwhelmingly concerned selective disclosure of earnings or operating performance-related 
information or have implicated one of the following subject matter areas described in the Reg FD 
adopting release as types of information or events that should be reviewed carefully to determine 
whether they are material:  

(1) earnings information;  

(2) mergers, acquisitions, tender offers, joint ventures, or changes in assets;  

(3) new products or discoveries, or developments regarding customers or suppliers (e.g., the 
acquisition or loss of a contract);  

(4) changes in control or in management;  

(5) change in auditors or auditor notification that the issuer may no longer rely on an auditor’s 
audit report;  

(6) events regarding the issuer’s securities – e.g., defaults on senior securities, calls of securities for 
redemption, repurchase plans, stock splits or changes in dividends, changes to the rights of security 
holders, public or private sales of additional securities; and  

(7) bankruptcies or receiverships. 
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Appendix 2: Participants 
Beginning in the autumn of 2013, Tapestry, Cadwalader, and Teneo interviewed public company directors, 
institutional investor representatives, subject matter experts, and other thought leaders about shareholder-
director engagement.1   

Working group 

Glenn Booraem 

Principal and Fund Controller, Vanguard 

Les Brun 

Director, Automatic Data Processing, Inc., Broadridge Financial Solutions, Merck 

Stu Dalheim 

Vice President, Shareholder Advocacy, Calvert Investments 

Michelle Edkins 

Managing Director and Global Head of Corporate Governance and Responsible Investment, BlackRock 

Tim Goodman 

Associate Director and Head of North American Engagement, Hermes EOS 

Bonnie Hill 

Director, AK Steel Holding Corp., California Water Service Group, The Home Depot, and Yum! Brands 

Michele Hooper 

Director, National Association of Corporate Directors, PPG Industries, and United Health Group 

Labe Jackson 

Director, JPMorgan Chase & Co. 

Andrew Letts 

Managing Director and Head of Corporate Governance, State Street Global Advisors* 

Linda Fayne Levinson 

Director, Hertz, Ingram Micro, Jacobs Engineering Group, NCR, and Western Union 

                                                 
1  Participation was in an individual capacity and neither these individuals nor the institutions with which they are affiliated necessarily endorse all 
aspects of the SDX Protocol. 
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Working group (continued) 

Mike McCauley 

Senior Officer, Investment Programs & Governance, State Board of Administration of Florida 

Eileen Mercier 

Director, Intact Financial Corp., Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, Teekay Shipping Corp., and the 
University Health Network 

Thomas Mistele 

Director, Chief Operating Officer, Senior Counsel, and Secretary, Dodge & Cox, San Francisco 

Tom O’Neill 

Director, Archer Daniels Midland, NASDAQ OMX Group, Inc., and Misonix 

Nathan Partain 

President and Chief Investment Officer, Duff & Phelps Investment Management Co.; Director, Otter Tail 
Corp. 

Debra Perry 

Director, Korn/Ferry International and PartnerRe 

Rich Roedel 

Director, IHS, Inc., Lorillard, Inc., Luna Innovations Inc., and Six Flags Entertainment Corp. 

 

Interview participants 

John Anderson 

Partner, Meridian Compensation Partners 

Ken Bertsch 

President and CEO, Society of Corporate Secretaries and Governance Professionals* 

Frank Biondi 

Director, Amgen, Hasbro, RealD, CableVision, and Seagate Technology 

Amy Borrus 

Deputy Director, Council of Institutional Investors 
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Interview participants (continued) 

Peter Browning 

Director, Acuity Brands, EnPro Industries, Lowe’s Companies, and Nucor Corporation 

George Dallas 

Director, Corporate Governance, F&C Investments 

Stephen Davis 

Associate Director of the Harvard Law School Programs on Corporate Governance and Institutional 
Investors; Senior Advisor, Teneo Intelligence  

Krystal Gaboury 

Assistant Vice President and Corporate Governance Analyst, Wellington Management Company* 

Drew Hambly 

Executive Director, Corporate Governance, Morgan Stanley Investment Management 

Maria Elena Lagomasino 

Director, Avon Products and The Coca-Cola Company 

Oscar Munoz 

Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer, CSX Corp.; Director, United Continental Holdings 

Alex Popa 

Analyst and Portfolio Manager, Capital Group 

Ed Rust  

Chairman and CEO of State Farm Mutual; Director, Caterpillar, Inc., Helmerich and Payne, Inc., and 
McGraw-Hill Companies 

Allie Rutherford 

Director, Center for Board Matters, EY 

 

* Role and title at time of SDX participation.   
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Appendix 3: SDXTM Protocol sponsors 
 

Anthony Goodman 
Partner 
Tapestry Networks 
404 Wyman Street 
Waltham, MA 02451 
agoodman@tapestrynetworks.com  

Declan Kelly 
Chairman and CEO 
Teneo  
601 Lexington Ave 
New York, NY 10022 
declan.kelly@teneoholdings.com  

James C. Woolery 
Chairman-elect 
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP 
One World Financial Center 
New York, NY 10281 
james.woolery@cwt.com 

 

Richard Daly 
Chief Executive Officer 
Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc. 
1981 Marcus Avenue 
Lake Success, NY 11042 
richdaly@broadridge.com  

 

mailto:agoodman@tapestrynetworks.com
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